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MAY MEETING HIGHLIGHTS  

The next meeting will be held  
 

September 22, 2013 
At the 

Ottawa Citizen Building,  
1101 Baxter Road 

+++++++ 
 

The Phoenix Project 
(Raising a Twiss Clock from 

the Ashes) 
Ray Springer 

 

PLUS 

Show and Tell  
Will feature items starting with the 

letters G, H , I 

Forty-two members and guests attended the May meeting 
of the Ottawa Valley Chapter #111.  
 

The keynote speaker was Karen McBride, a custom wood-
worker and the owner of Woodkilton Studio.  Karen spoke 
to us about the tools and techniques for repairing damaged 
wooden clock cases.  She cautioned that the techniques 
she would present could be used on most clock cases but, 
if the clock was of great value or had historical significance, 
it should be restored by a conservation authority.  She rec-
ommended the Canadian Conservation Institute. 
 

At first, Karen discussed glues - which to use and how to 
apply them.  She said we should avoid Gorilla Glue and 
only use epoxy when all else fails.  With regard to repairing 
veneer, she recommended waxing the finish surrounding a 
piece of lifting veneer so that glue squeezing out would not 
stick to the finished surface.  She also recommended using 
packing tape on glue blocks.  When blocks are clamped 
over the re-glued surface, the glue will not stick to the tape. 
 

Karen described her 4 steps to a repair: 
First, she determines the finish used on the original piece.  
Using a dab of denatured alcohol on a hidden spot of the 
case, she can test for a shellac finish.  If the alcohol doesn't 
work, then she tries lacquer thinner to test for a lacquer fin-
ish.  If neither work, then the piece has been varnished. 
 
Next, she repairs lifting and torn veneer.  She waxes the sur-
face  around  a  tear  and  uses  a  syringe  to  insert  the glue, 

                                                                    Cont’d Page 2 

Karen McBride makes a point on repairing 
wooden clock cases 

Daniel Introduces Guest Speaker, Karen McBride 
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ARCHIE PENNIE 1916 - 2013 

It is with sadness that I note the passing of Archie Pennie.  It has been more than 10 years 
since he last attended one of our meetings but, in the 80’s and 90’s, he was a regular.  
Once you met Archie, you never forgot him.  He had an impish smile and was always in 
good humour.  He was a clock collector and restorer extraordinaire, but very humble— 
always ready to share his knowledge and give a helping hand.  He had a soft spot for the 
younger members, often slipping a treasure of his own off a mart table and into their 
hands.  Sadly, Archie passed away on August 28, at the age of 98.  His obituary says 
“Archie grew up to be a rocket scientist, mechanical genius, quoter of Shakespeare, writer 
of pithy vignettes about his time as a WW2 airman, and devoted family man.” and that 
sounds just like the Archie I knew.  He was a gentleman and will be missed.  Our thoughts 
are with his family. 
 

MAY MEETING HIGHLIGHTS (CONT’D) 

(Cont’d from P 1) 

clamping the veneer down with a glue block covered in the packing tape.  When replacing missing veneer, 
she makes a cardboard template in a diamond shape to cover the missing piece.  She uses the template to 
cut the veneer patch and to shape the hole for the patch.  She uses the diamond shape since it does not 
show the patch like a rectangular patch would.  Next, if necessary, she disassembles the piece.  She advised 
taking pictures and  doing drawings before any action is taken.  She recommended placing each screw where 
it was taken from on the drawings.  Finally, the piece is re-assembled and marks on the finish are disguised 
using colour pigments (not dyes) mixed with shellac.   
 
After the formal presentation, Karen fielded many detailed questions from the room.  In the end, President 
Daniel Bourgoyne presented her with a gift card to Lee Valley Tools, which was much appreciated. 
 
Show and Tell 
For Show and Tell, Allan Symons presented a motel alarm clock which has been added to the Canadian 
Clock Museum collection.   
 
Bernie Murphy presented an old electric wall clock with a synchronous motor.  The clock was repainted in 
red - a virtual perfect match to the original paint colour.   
 
J.P. Tourigny presented an Eternamatic automatic watch.  He noted that Eterna was the first company to 
use ball bearings on the axis of  the rotor for auto winding.  The concept was so novel that they used five dots 
in a circle as their logo - representing the five ball bearings on the rotor axis.   
 
Finally, Bryan Hollebone told a bit of the history of the Forrestville Clock Company.  He noted that the com-
pany changed its name from the Black Forrest Clock Company post WWI.  Movements were imported from 
Germany but some also were made by Ingersoll.    
 
Mart 
As usual, the Mart tables 
were overflowing with 
great things to buy—
including one particularly 
ugly clock.  Can you fig-
ure out which one??? 

Archie with Pete Gra-
ham in November 1999  

http://www.legacy.com/memorial-sites/ww2/?personid=166709427&affiliateID=3126
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MAY MEETING — PHOTOS   

Allan Symons with his motel alarm 
clock 

Bernie Murphy presents his 
repainted Red Alarm clock 

J P Tourigny’s Eternamatic with 
the 5 ball bearings 

Vice Pres Don Purchase talks about 
the upcoming club picnic 
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ALMONTE TOWER CLOCK TOUR 

On Saturday, May 11th, 22 members and spouses of  the Ottawa Valley Watch and Clock Club  were treated 
with a tour of the Almonte Town Clock given by Ron Caron.  Ron is a real gentleman and an active volunteer 
since moving to Almonte in 1975. 
 

The Almonte Post office was designed by Thomas Fuller,  the Chief Dominion Architect of the new Canadian 
Parliament Buildings.  It was built 1889-1891, but interestingly did not include a clock.  The clock and bell 
were added  by North Lanark MP William Thoburn in 1913-1915 for the people working in the mills.  The 
manufacturer was W.F. Evans and Son, Birmingham England. 
 

In 1996 the new owner of the building heard Ron was interested in the clock and gave him the opportunity to 
restore it, which Ron jumped at.  The movement was filthy with an accumulation of years of dried oil and 
grease that bogged down its operation, as well as bent teeth of the escapement gear (which Ron straight-
ened) plus worn pallets that provided a less than smooth operation.  Ron researched proper cleaning meth-
ods from the British Horological Society. The whole works were then dismantled and wire brushed as no sol-
vent worked.  He ordered special lubricants, reassembled the clock and it was started up.  Ron says  "It was 
a delight to see it working as well as it did.  The clock is a true town treasure and I delight in having a hand in 
its upkeep." 
 

Next Ron wants to obtain a grant to allow him to redo the electrical wiring, improve the lighting of the dials, 
replace the glass in the dials,  repaint the rooms, overhaul and paint the works to its original colours, and 
bring it to the showpiece that it is.   
 

The Ottawa Valley Watch and Clock Club would like to thank Ron Caron for sharing with us his knowledge on 
the Almonte Clock.                          Don Purchase 

 

Ron Caron describes the Almonte Tower clock 
movement 
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ANNUAL CLOCK CLUB PICNIC 

This year’s annual gathering for the Clock Club picnic was a novel treat.  Over 50 members and guests at-
tended the picnic in a brand new setting.  After more than a dozen years of being hosted by Maynard and 
Teresa Dokken at their wonderful waterside cottage, we moved to a new venue, the lovely home (more like 
country estate) of our own Don and Georgina Purchase. 
 

We couldn’t have asked for a nicer day—well, except that it could have been a little cooler!!!  But no one 
seemed to mind as there was plenty of shade and cooling beverages to ease fevered brows.   
 

Don and Georgina’s property is simply beautiful.  The gardens include a pond with fountain, a miniature walk-
ing bridge, numerous old trees, and a pretty arbor. 
 

With Don and Daniel Bourgoyne manning the barbeque, we were soon all treated to hamburgers, hotdogs, 
baked beans (prepared by Adele Clemens), and various other treats.  Desserts included cake, ice cream, 
strawberries (freshly cut by our hosts) and a special treat of scrumptious home made squares. 
 
There was a mini-mart and a small auction run by Maynard, which saw some interesting items change hands.  
Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves, with the possible exception of our beloved President, Daniel, who 
was bound to a tree and subject to a game of “pin the clock hand on the president”.  Of course, Daniel was a 
good sport about it all and two lucky people walked away with a bottle of wine each. 
 
All in all, it was a very successful day.  Many thanks to Don and Georgina for hosting our annual gathering. 

Gary Fox 
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Watch Adjustment by Hans Jendritzki was originally published as Le réglage d'une 
montre à balancier spiral in the 1970's, with English and German translations.  The book 
was copied by other publishers with relative success—we all know what a copy of a copy 
looks like.  With the permission of Jendritzki's widow, Antoine Simonin and Michael Stern 
(Berlin) worked on digitalizing an original copy owned by Simonin.  The result is, in my 
opinion, very good with crisp text and drawings plus some photos, at least in the French 
version I own. English and German reprints are equally available. 
 
Watch adjusting may not be everyone's cup of tea but I find these books highly useful to 
fully understand the technical aspects of what affects the regularity of the watch balance, 
how to properly install a hairspring on the balance and the art of watch adjusting using a 
timing machine.  In the British Horological Institute's distance learning course I am taking, 
students are expected to understand these concepts and apply them.  
 
With the relative low cost of a second hand Tickoprint, Vibrograph, Witschi and new Chi-
nese-made timegraphers, many amateur and professional watchmakers are trying their 
hand at verifying the proper running of their mechanical watches.  Invariably, the question 

is: how best to improve timekeeping? Watch Adjustment will help you down that path.   
 
Theory and practice are well laid out with an emphasis on practical applications. Jendritzki taught watchmaking in Swit-
zerland, and his book reflects his excellent grasp of the subject. Obviously, the functionality of timing machines have 
evolved in the last forty years (e.g., I use a high precision microphone plugged into my PC's audio card running Delph 
Electronics' eTimer software with functions for pendulums, springed balances and Accutron types tuning forks), but the 
basis remains the same.  
 
It is only natural to compare Jendritzki's book with de Carle's Practical Watch Adjusting written in 1964 in English (no 
translation available in other languages though) and reprinted six times as per my own 
copy. The text and hand drawings are flawlessly crisp with a style that will please native 
English readers.  
 
Jendritzki and de Carle cover essentially the same material, if left only to compare the in-
dexes, the latter even adding topics like the influence of the mainspring condition on time-
keeping, cleaning and oiling, with maybe a bit more about choosing and fitting a new hair-
spring from scratch. Jendritzki covers better how to resolve timing errors and in interpreting 
the results from the timing machine. I find de Carle's book very short on solutions and 
dated, even though it was written just a few years before Jendritzki's text .   
 
I prefer Jendritzki's book for that information, focused on what one would likely see at the 
bench in a watch service shop. If a hairspring needs replacing, I would expect the client 
more likely to pay for a stock part than for what it would cost to fit and adjust a new hair-
spring from scratch. Of course, rare exceptions might exist to restore a very rare and ex-
pensive watch for a very well-off client, but I do not think we routinely see much of these in 
Ottawa!  All in all, either book will prove useful if you want to try your hand at adjusting. De 
Carle's book is considerably cheaper ($22.53) from Amazon.ca. However, if you prefer a 
more complete technical book in English, ou français, oder Deutsch, only one choice is 
available: Jendritzki, at a price of $84, well worth it.  

Daniel Burgoyne 

     WATCH ADJUSTMENT 
     by Hans Jendritzki 
       Éditions Antoine Simonin, Neuchâtel, Switzerland 
       105 pages, 8.25" by 11.75" A4 format, hard cover, 
       new reprint 2012, $84 
  

PRACTICAL WATCH ADJUSTING 
by Donald de Carle 
NAG Press, Robert Hale Publis., London, UK 
148 pages, 5.5" by 8.5" format, hard cover 
with dust jacket, reprint 2006, $22.53 

  

BOOK REVIEW 
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Horological Times 
May 2013 
 Mounting wheels and making a centering device. 
 Using a forming tool on the lathe. 
 Platform escapement bushing replacement. 
 

July 2013 
 Watch lug repair 
 When a watch case back refuses to come off 
 New numbering system from ETA 
 Cylinder escapement platform repair part 1 
  

August 2013 
 Cylinder escapement platform repair part 2 
 Techniques for hard and soft  soldering 

  

Clocks Magazine 
May 2013 
 The story of the Staffordshire pocket watch  
 holders. 
 Using forming tools on the lathe 
  

June 2013 
 Chalk as a polishing compound. 
 Making a moon roller dial part 1. 

Check out the club library for past issues of our 
magazines.  The following are from: 
 

Clocks Magazine 
March 1995 
 How to select a replacement platform. 
 Findings on the time it takes for pivot wear to 

reach a stage where a clock needs servicing. 
 Repairing a winding square. 
  
June 1995 
 Remounting bells in English clocks. 
 Making weights part 1. 
  
July 1995 
 Making weights part 2. 
  
September 1995 
 Marrying old English clock movements and dials. 
  
November 1995 
 Restoring black marble cases. 
 Overhauling a turret clock part 1 
  

DAN’S SUGGESTED READINGS 

EASTERN STATES REGIONAL 

Sharon and I attended the Eastern States Regional in Syracuse this year.  As usual. the show was a lot of 
fun.  The mart tables were filled to overflowing and the silent auction featured some interesting pieces (I sold 
a couple of items).  There didn’t seem to be as many tables or people in attendance, and the main auction, a 
big attraction, was cancelled due to the lack of items made available for the sale.  But still, it is the closest 
regional of a significant size to Ottawa and was well worth the visit.  Several Ottawa Chapter members were 
in attendance, including Pete and Judy Graham; Peter and Valerie Schulz, John and Annie Ruhland, and 
Georges and Patsy Royer.  Try to get there next year.  You might just find the clock / watch and/or tool of 
your dreams! I stocked up on cleaners from Merritt’s.                   Gary Fox 



 

 

 

EDITOR’S CORNER PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

Bonjour everyone! The summer is almost over and I 
am looking forward to seeing you all at our club meet-
ings.  Turnout was solid all year, thanks in part to in-
teresting contributions, a guest speaker and the field 
trip to Almonte. If you know of someone interested in 
horology, please consider inviting them to join our 
club. The exec is looking at building the program of 
presentations for the next meetings so please get in 
touch with us if you would like to contribute. In addi-
tion, Dan Hudon is offering a Fall course in clock re-
pairs for beginners. It's the best course you can get 
1000 kms around!!! In terms of special guests, we are 
making arrangements to host Steve Humphrey, Ex-
ecutive Director of the NAWCC at our November 
meeting. The wine and cheese social in November is 
looking again for a volunteer host. Please let me know 
if you are interested. That's all for now. Tourlou! 

Daniel Bourgoyne 

The hot humid days of summer are almost over as I 
write this.  This summer has been a wonderfully ac-
tive time for club members.  We owe a debt of thanks 
to Don Purchase for organizing the Almonte Tower 
Clock tour and for hosting our annual picnic.  Both 
events were well attended and enjoyed.  The Syra-
cuse based Eastern States Regional may be a bit 
smaller than past years, but for collectors looking for 
something special, there was more to choose from 
than we would find in our small corner of the world.  If 
you haven’t tried one yet, make a point of attending 
at least one regional or the national in the next year. 
 
Once again, I thank all those who have provided ma-
terial for this newsletter: Charlie Beddoe, Daniel 
Bourgoyne, Don Purchase, Kevin West, and Paul 
Devey (Tower clock photos). Without your contribu-
tions, this would be a lot of blank pages!    Gary Fox 
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OTTAWA WEST COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTRE 

President Daniel Burgoyne and fellow chapter members, Bill Pullen 
and I spent an enjoyable two hours on August 26, and again on the 
28th at the Ottawa West Community Support Centre.  The centre 
operates an Adult Day Care program where shut-in and disabled 
seniors get to go out for the day, do some exercise, be entertained 
and have a hot meal.  The club was approached to put on a Show 
and Tell for the seniors.  As the two days served two different 
groups of seniors, we didn’t have to prepare different shows.  
Daniel showed his German, vintage lathe and described the evolu-
tion of the watch repair trade.  Bill brought numerous watches—
most without cases—which he circulated to the audience so they 
could experience the small size and complexity of the mechanisms.  
My Show and Tell was about private label and commemorative 
watches with a link to Ottawa.  Overall, the talks were well received 
and there were a number of questions.  Two gentlemen each brought a pocket watch for us to look at.  They 
were both high end watches—one Swiss and the other American.  We look forward to another opportunity to 
support this very worthwhile program.                  Gary Fox 

MORE PHOTOS FROM THE SYRACUSE REGIONAL 

An Ansonia 
clock in a 
cast iron 

case! 


